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In this paper we discuss the problem of weighted simultaneous Chebyshev
approximation to functions f, '00" fm E C(X) (I ,;:;; m ,;:;; (0), i.e., we wish to minimize
the expression II{Lj~1 Aj l./j- qIP}'/Plloo, where Aj > 0, Lj~1 Aj= I, p~ I. For this
problem we establish the main theorems of the Chebyshev theory, which include the
theorems of existence, alternation, de La Vallee Poussin, uniqueness, strong
uniqueness, as well as that of continuity of the best approximation operator, etc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let X be a compact subset of an interval la, b] containing at least n + 1
points, where n is a fixed natural number. In the space C(X) of all real
valued continuous functions f, we define the uniform norm Ilfll =
maxXEX II(x)l. Let M be an n-dimensional Haar subspace of C[a, b], and
hr,... , h~ a basis for M.

Let F == (11'"'' 1m)' where m~ 00 and Ii E C(X). Suppose the
corresponding weight ofIi is Aj > 0, satisfying LAj = 1, where L denotes the
summation for j = I,..., m. In case m = 00, we shall further assume that F
satisfies the condition: the series L Aj IIi(x)IP is uniformly convergent, or
equivalently, is continuous. The set of all such F is denoted by Y. We are
concerned about approximating F simultaneously with weights by an element
q E M in the sense of minimization of the expression IIEql1 =
II{LAjlli-qIP}I/PII (1 ~p < (0).

If there exists an element hEM which satisfies

(1)

then h is said to be a weighted simultaneous best approximation to F, or
simply a best approximation to F.

W. H. Ling [1] investigated the case when p = 1, m = 2, Al = A2 and
showed that approximating in the "sum" norm is, with one restriction,
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equivalent to approximating the arithmetic mean. But it is rather difficult for
the cases m ~ 3 to get similar results by means of his method. In the present
paper, we use another method, i.e., generalization of the definition of an
alternation system (Cf. Section 2), which enables us to obtain a number of
interesting results for the general case stated above, and indeed to establish
the main theorems of the Chebyshev theory, including the theorems of
existence, alternation, de La Vallee Poussin, uniqueness, strong uniqueness,
as well as the theorem of continuity of the best approximation operator.

2. NOTATION

Letting d be any real number, we still write Ed(x) = {I: Aj IJj(x) - diP} lip.

Now let x E X be fixed. Put E*(x) = infdEAx) and Dx = {d: EAx) = E*(x)}.
Since Ed(x) is a continuous function of d [2, p.26] and Eix) ~ 00 if
Idl ~ 00, the infimum of Ed(x) is attained by some point d. Hence D x is a
non-empty closed set. We put f+(x) = max Dx and call it an upper critical
function, and likewise put f-(x) = min Dx ' a lower critical function.

Let FEY be fixed and hEM be arbitrary. Define

Xh = {x E X: Eh(x) = IIEhll},
X + = {x E Xh:f-(x) > hex)}, X _ = {x E Xh:f+(x) < hex)},

X+ = {XEXh:f-(x)~h(x)}, X_ = {xEXh:f+(x)~h(x)},

X o= {xEXh:f-(x)~h(x)~f+(x)}.

a(x) = 1, f-(x) ~ hex),

= -1, f+(x) ~ hex).

A system of n + 1 ordered points

(2)

in X + U X _ [X+ U X_] is said to be an alternation system [a generalized
alternation system] of h to F if it satisfies a(x j + I) = -a(x j ) (i = 1, 2,... , n).

We should point out that the previous notation simplifies in case p > 1
(since f+ =f-, see Remark 2 below).

3. EXISTENCE AND CHARACTERIZATION

By the usual compactness arguments the existence of best approximations
may directly be obtained.
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THEOREM 1 (Existence). To each FEY there exists at least one best
approximation from M.

In what follows, we shall first show several lemmas for the preliminaries.
However, we need only to mention that using the inequality of Minkowski
[4, p. 123], it is easy to prove the following lemma.

LEMMA 1. Eq is a convex function of q.

LEMMA 2. (a) For each x E X, Ed(x) is a monotone increasing
[decreasing] function of d on interval [f+(x), oo)[(-oo,f-(x)]I and
satisfies EAx) = E* (x) on the interval If-(x),f +(x) I;

(b) f+(x) and f-(x) are respectively upper and lower semicontinuous:

and
y-u

Proof (a) From Lemma 1 and the definitions of f+ and f-, it follows
immediately.

(b) It is easy to see that E Ax) is a continuous function of d and x.
Now let Yk -4 X and dk= f+ (Jk) -4 d. Thus, Edk(Yk) = E*(Jk) ~ EC(Yk)' Vc.
By continuity, we have EAx)::;;; Ec(x), Vc. Hence Eix) = E*(x) and
d ::;;;f+(x). By the arbitrariness of dk, we have limy-->xf+(Y)::;;; f+(x).
Similarly, it may be shown that limy-->xf-(Y) ~f-(x).

Remark 1. As p = 1 we may assume another equivalent definition

Remark 2. As p > 1 we have f + = f - E C(X). Actually, it is sufficient
to prove that for each x, D x is a set of a single element. Let d p d zE Dx '

namely, Ed,(x) = Ed2(X) = E*(x). Then E(I(Z)(d, +d2)(X) = iEd,(X) + iEd/X).
According to the condition under which the equal sign holds in the
inequality of Minkowski, there exists a number A for which Jj(x) - d l =
A[Jj(x) - dz], Vj. It follows that either Jj(x) = const., Vj or A= 1. From either
of them we obtain that d l = d z•

LEMMA 3. If s E M satisfies

i= 1,2,...,n+ 1, (3)

where Xl < X z < '" < x n +l' then s = O.

The proof of this lemma may be completed using a well-known method,
and therefore is omitted.
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LEMMA 4. If there exists a generalized alternation system of hEM to F,
then h is the unique best approximation to F.

Proof Let (2) be such a system and let q E M satisfy IIEql1 ~ IIEhll. If
x; E X +' then f-(x;)? hex;); we shall have q(x;)? hex;), for otherwise, by
part (a) of Lemma 2, from q(x;) < hex;) it would follow Eq(x;) >Eh(x;) =
IIEhll. Similarly, we can show that if xiEX_, then q(x;)~h(x;). Thus
s == q - h satisfies (3) at the points of the generalized alternation system (2).
By Lemma 3, s = 0, viz., q = h. This proves that h is the unique best approx
imation to F.

THEOREM 2. Let hEM. If X o =1= 0, then h is a best approximation to F,
and IIEhl1 = e == IIE*II.

Proof Let ~EXo' Then IIEhll=Eh@~e. But for any qEMwe have
Eq(x)? E*(x). Hence IIEqll? e. Thus IIEhl1 ~ IIEql1 and IIEhl1 = e.

THEOREM 3 (Characterization). Let hEM, and suppose X o= 0. Then
the following three statements are equivalent:

(a) h is a best approximation to F;

(b) OE~{a(x)x:xEXh}' where ~ denotes the convex hull and
x = (hi (x), ... , h~(x));

(c) there exists an alternation system.

Proof (a) => (b). It can be proved by contradiction. Suppose
oE~{a(x)x: x E X h}. Since X h is clearly compact, we have by the theorem
on linear inequalities [2, p. 19] that there exists q E M such that
a(x) q(x) > 0, Vx E X h • We are to prove that there exists A> 0 for which
r = h +Aq satisfies IIErl1 < IIEhll.

First, let ~ E X +. Then f-(~) > h(~), a(~) > 0, q(~) > O. By the lower
semicontinuity of f- and the continuity of hand q, f-(x) - h(x)? e >°
and q(x) > 0 are valid in some neighborhood At of ~. Taking At = e/llqll,
when 0 <A~ At' and x E At we have

By part (a) of Lemma 2, it follows that

(4)

Repeating this argument for ~ E X _ , we can get some neighborhood of ~ and
some positive number At such that (4) is valid.
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Next, let ~EXh' Then Eh(~) <IrEh ll. It is easy to see that Er(x) is a
continuous function of x and A. Hence there exists a neighborhood .1 t and a
positive number At such that (4) is valid also.

Since X 0 = 0, UtEX .1 t:::> X. By the finite covering theorem there exists a
finite number of neighborhoods .1 t ,..., .1

11
covering X. Taking the minimum of

the corresponding positive numbers Ap ... , ..1.
11

' denoted by A, then for such a A
and all x E X we have Er(x) < IIEhll. Hence IIErl1 < IIEhll. This contradiction
proves the implication (a) => (b).

(b) => (c). This is a standard statement and, for example, it may be
found in [2,p. 75].

(c) => (a). It can be shown by Lemma 4.

From Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 we obtain the following complete charac
terization of best approximations.

THEOREM 4 (Alternation). hEM is a best approximation to F if and
only if it satisfies one of the two conditions:

(a) X o =1= 0;

(b) There exists an alternation system.

4. UNIQUENESS AND OTHER THEOREMS

THEOREM 5 (de La Vallee Poussin). If hEM satisfies a(x i + I) = --a(x;)
(i = 1,..., n) at n + 1 ordered points (2), then

E(F) = inf IIErl1 ~ min Eh(X i ).
rEM i

Proof Suppose on the contrary E(F) < mini Eh(X i ) ~ Eh(x;). Let q E M
satisfy IIEq II = E(F). By a similar argument made in the proof of Lemma 4 it
still follows that q = h. But this is not possible.

THEOREM 6 (Uniqueness). Let hEM be a best approximation to F.
Then h is the unique best approximation to F, if h satisfies one of the
following conditions:

(a) X o = 0;

(b) there exists a generalized alternation system;

(c) IIEhll> e.

Proof (a) Since X o= 0 and h is a best approximation, by Theorem 3,
there exists an alternation system. By Lemma 4, h is the unique best approx
imation to F.
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(b) It immediately follows from Lemma 4.

(c) IIEhl1 > e implies X o = 0, for if ~ E X o, then IIEhl1 = Eh(~) ~ e (see
the proof of Theorem 2).

THEOREM 7 (Uniqueness). Let hEM. If X + n X _ = ° and f+,
f- E C(X), then h is the unique best approximation to F if and only if there
exists a generalized alternation system.

Proof The sufficiency follows from Lemma 4. We proceed to the
necessity part. Divide the interval Ia, b] by the points

a=yo <Yl <Y2 < ... <YI"-l <YI"=b

so that the following two conditions are alternately satisfied on each sub
interval ,1;= [Y;~I'Y;] (i= 1,...,.u): (1) X+ n,1;*0, X_ n,1;=0 and (2)
X _ n ,1; * 0, X + n ,1; = O. Thus we need only to prove .u > n, and shall
show it by contradiction. Now suppose .u ~ n. By the Haar condition there
exists q E M such that q(x) becomes zero and changes signs at the points
Y"""YI"_I' meanwhile, q(x) * 0, VxE(a,b)\{Yl""'YI"_d [3,p.30]. Hence
by appropriately selecting the sign of q, we have a(x) q(x) >0,
VxEX+ UX_.

When ~ E X o, from the proof of (a) => (b) in Theorem 3, it has been shown
that there exists some neighborhood ,1 t of ~ and some positive number At
such that (4) is valid, where r = h +Aq.

When ¢EXon(X+uX_), noting X+nX~=0 and writing
J= (1+ +f-)/2, we have a(~)[J(~) - h(~)] > 0, a(~) q(~) >0. According to
continuity there exists some neighborhood ,1 t of ~ such that
a(~)[J(x)-h(x)]>e>O and a(~)q(x»O for all xE,1t . Taking
At=e/llqll, we have that O<A~At implies a(~)[J(x)-h(x)]>
a(~)[J(x) - rex)] >0. By Lemma 2, we get

(5)

When ~EXo\(X+UX_), we have](~) < h(~) <f+@. Hence there exists
some neighborhood ,1 t of ~ and some positive number At such that °<A~ At
and x E ,1t imply f-(x) < rex) <f+(x). Whence (5) is valid also.

Applying the finite covering theorem, we find A>° such that
IIErll~IIEhll. We note that r=h+Aq*h. Thus r is another best approx
imation to F, and this is a contradiction. Consequently we conclude .u > n.

THEOREM 8 (Strong Uniqueness). Let hEM be a best approximation to
F. IfXo = O, then there exists a constant v >°depending on F such that for
any qEM,

(6)
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Proof If II E h II = 0, then 11 = ... =1m = h and v = 1. Let us assume
therefore that IIEhl1 > O. By Theorem 3, 0 Eor{a(x)X: x E X h }, viz., there
exist points x O'"'' x k E X h such that

k

0= L O;a(x;) hJ(x;),
i=O

vO;>O,j= I,...,n.

By Caratheodory's Theorem [2, p. 17) and the Haar condition, k = n. Let
rEM and Ilrll = 1. We have L:7=0 O;a(x;) r(x;) = O. By the Haar condition,
the numbers a(x;) r(x;) are not all zero. Since 0; > 0, we infer that at least
one of a(x;) r(x i) is positive. Consequently max; a(x;) r(x;) > O. Hence
v* = minllrll= I max; a(x;) r(x;) >0, for it is the minimum of a positive
continuous function on a compact set. Now let q E M. If q = h, the
conclusion of the theorem is trivial. Otherwise, r = (h - q )/11 h - q II is of unit
norm. Consequently, there exists an index i for which a(xi) r(x;)? v*.

On the other hand, if a(x;) > 0, I-(x i) > h(xi). And there clearly exists an
index j; such that Jjlx;) ?I-(x;). Take 0 <At <Ai; such that the condition
1-(x;)? h(x;) is satisfied by the lower critical function 1-, corresponding to
1"...,lm with A"... ,Am, where

Aj = Aj/(I - At),

= (Ai; - At)/(I - At),

ji=j;,

j=ji'

This is indeed possible. In order to do this, it is sufficient to prove
lim"\Jr-+ol-(x;) ?I-(x;). By the definition of1-(xi), we have that

L Aj IJj(x;) -1~(x;)IP ~ L Aj IJj(x;) - clP, Vc

or

L Aj IJj(x;) -1- (x;)IP - At IJjj(x;) -1- (x;)IP

~L Aj IJj(x;) - clP- At IJj/(x;) - clP, Vc.

Let d be any cluster point of 1-(x;) as At-+ O. Then by the continuity of
Ed(X) from the preceding inequality it follows that

Namely, d?I-(xi) and lim.,\~ ol-(x;) ?I-(xi). Using part (a) of Lemma 2
from 1-(x;)? h(xi) > q(xi) (t6r a(xi) r(x;) > 0) it follows that
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L Aj l./j(x i) - h(xJIP - At l./jj(xi) - h(xi)IP

~ I: Aj l./j(xi) - q(xi)IP- At l./jlx i) - q(xJIP.
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Similarly, if a(xJ < 0, there exists an indexji and a positive number At such
that 0 <Al

j
<Aj; implies that the preceding inequality is valid. Taking A* =

mindAtl > 0, we have (here using the inequality (lui + Ivlr ~ lulP+ IvlP [2,
p. 11, Prob. 8]) that

IIEqllP ~ E~(Xi) = L Aj 1./j(xJ - q(xiW - At./jj(XJ - q(xi)IP

+ At l./jlxJ - q(xi)IP

~ L Aj l./j(xi) - h(xi)!P - A/;./jj(XJ - h(xJIP

+At l./jlxi) - q(xi)IP

~ E~(xJ +A}; Ih(xi) - q(xJIP

~ IIEh liP +A*(v*r II h - qilP = IIEh liP + v Ilh - qlIP,

where v= A*(v*r depends only on F. The Theorem is proved.
Now, for G =. (gp... , gm) E Jr, let g-G be any best approximation to G

from M. Then we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 9 (Continuity). If X o= 0 for g-F and F, then to F there
corresponds a number A > 0 such that for all G E Jr,

IIg-F - g-GIIP ~ A[E(F) + 2p(F, GW- 1 p(F, G),

where p(F, G) = IllL: Aj l./j - gj1P111PII.

(7)

Proof Let h = g-F and q = g-G in (6) and the inequality
uP - vP~pUP-I(U - v) with u~ v ~ O. We have

But

IIErGl1 ~ p(F, G) + IllL Aj Igj - g-GIP! 1fp II

~ p(F, G) + IllI: Aj Igj - g-FIPriP II

~ 2p(F, G) + IIErFII.

Inserting this in (8) and noting En = E(F), we let A= 2p/v and obtain (7).
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THEOREM 10. Let m = 00. Let hN be a best approximation to (/1, ...,fN)
with weights AI"'" AN from M, and h be one to F from M. If X o= 0 for h
and F, then

N --+ 00.

Proof. Evidently

N N ro

L Ajl./j-hNIP= L Ajl./j-hNIP+ L AjlhN-hNIP,
j=1 j=1 j=N+I

so that hN is also a best approximation to FN= (/p ...,fN' hN, hN,... ) with
AI"'" AN' AN+I' AN+2"" . Then by Theorem 9, we have that

where

p(F, FN) = II L=~+ I Aj l./j - hNI
P

(P II

~ III j=~+ I •
1jl./jIP (liP II + C=~+ I Aj) lip II hNII·

Now, let us estimate II hNII. By the definition of hN , we get

whence

Thus

Consequently

(9)

p(F, FN) ~ II L=~+ I Aj \./j\P riP 1\

+2 [ c=~+ I Ai)I(~/j) fP II L*/i 1./jIP! lfp 11--+ 0, N --+ 00.

From (9) it follows that II hN - h 11--+ 0, N --+ 00.
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